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The Introduction of IoT Asset Management
The use of connected technology to track or monitor assets is surprisingly recent, really only
beginning with the introduction of the Apple® iBeacon® in 2013. While IoT asset management
can be considered an emerging market, it shows tremendous potential with an expected
double−digit growth rate over the next decade.

Connected Technology for Asset Tracking
Bluetooth Low Energy (Bluetooth LE) is considered the dominant choice for connectivity for
asset tracking applications, representing approximately 50% of the market.
RFID technology is still used in some tags and labels, but offers limited capabilities and cannot
provide active information about events happening to the asset. In this paper, RFID is not
considered for use in tracking systems, but remains a viable solution for identification
applications requiring scanning and human intervention without data logging. This is why many
RFID tag manufacturers and warehouse and retail system integrators have started adopting
Bluetooth LE connectivity, particularly for B2B applications. Bluetooth LE offers a variety of
value−added services required for B2B, including environmental logging, cold−chain
management and accurate real−time localization.

Figure 1. Asset Tracking Forecast by Connectivity Technology
As shown in the most recent market report from the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG)
(Figure 2), location services is an important application area for Bluetooth. The Bluetooth SIG
estimates that 136 million Bluetooth tags with location services will ship in 2021 and that “nearly
40% of Bluetooth tags will support manufacturing and logistics”. It is also important to note that
of these devices, indoor navigation will be included in nearly 80% of all Bluetooth location
services implementations.
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Figure 2. Annual Bluetooth Location Services Device Shipments
(Source: Bluetooth SIG)
The Evolution of Bluetooth Technology−Based Trackable Tags
In 2015, the Bluetooth LE enabled trackable tag market was populated with approximately 26
models from 22 manufacturers, a market just in its infancy stage but projected to grow quickly.
At that time, Aislelabs.com published a technical benchmark of available devices. This report
concluded that under their specific testing conditions and using a standard CR2032 battery, the
tags offered a maximum battery life of four to five months regardless of device manufacturer or
silicon chipset vendor.

Figure 3. Expected Battery Life of Various Bluetooth LE Tags (Source: Aislelabs)
This proved to be a significant barrier to adoption for the tags and, as a result, many of the
available devices and even the manufacturers themselves are no longer around. While five
months of battery life is challenging for consumer applications, it made adoption nearly
impossible within industry 4.0 where operating and service costs must be kept to a minimum.
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Through various field investigations, we have determined that five years of battery life is a
suitable target for industry 4.0 trackable asset tags. Along with helping to lower service and
maintenance fees, there are many other benefits to lowering overall system power consumption
such as higher reliability, easier deployment and reducing the size and weight of the tag.

Figure 4. Benefits of Low Power Tags
The following sections will explore how this is now possible, and introduce a new system−level
solution designed to create asset tags with a five−year battery life.
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New Asset Management Technologies for Industry 4.0
In this section, we review key technologies that will allow us to improve the performance and
form− factor of trackable asset tags without compromising on performance or deployment
flexibility.
Low Power Radio System−on−Chips (SoCs)

With any connected device, maintaining a low system power profile begins with carefully
selecting the radio and microcontroller. Many battery−powered IoT applications, including asset
tags, spend the majority of their time in sleep mode so finding a radio that consumes the least
amount of power when idle as well as when transmitting or receiving wireless signals is key to
reducing overall energy consumption.

Figure 5. RSL10 Bluetooth 5 Certified Radio SoC
The RSL10 is the industry’s lowest power Flash−based Bluetooth LE radio SoC, providing
some of the best numbers in deep sleep Mode (62.5 nW) and Rx in Receive Mode (7 mW).
While it is simple to see the benefits of RSL10 by comparing numbers provided in a datasheet,
we explored the real−world benefits by comparing the expected battery life of an RSL10−based
asset tag.
In Figure 6 below, we have plotted the battery life of an asset tag running the same conditions,
transmitting power and duty cycle using various Bluetooth LE chip−sets. The X−axis represents
the battery capacity, with 200 mAh to 240 mAH corresponding to a single CR2032 coin−cell
battery. The Y−axis shows the operating lifetime of the various hardware implementations.
Based on these calculations, the RSL10−based beacon can provide a 32−month battery life,
compared to the four or five months offered by the other devices.
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Figure 6. Comparing (Source: Aislelab)
New Energy Sources

By implementing more energy−efficient radio SoCs, manufacturers are now able to
investigate new and alternative sources of energy that weren’t previously possible. These
include using smaller coin−cell batteries (CR24xx to CR2016), using surface−mounted
micro−batteries, or even designing battery−free applications powered by organic photovoltaic
(PV) cells. Any of these options improve the overall design and manufacturing process by
removing the need for a manually inserted and soldered battery holder. This helps reduce the
application weight, size and complexity and contributes to better performance, quality and open
new use cases.

Figure 7. New and Alternative Energy Sources for Asset Tags
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onsemi recently worked with Dracula Technologies to develop a proof of concept of a sensor
node powered completely by a photovoltaic (PV) cell. The design was based on Dracula
Technologies’ LAYER® as well as the LEAP Award−winning RSL10 Solar Cell Multi−Sensor
Platform. The design was roughly half the size of a credit card, and able to provide continuous,
battery−free Bluetooth LE beacons and environmental sensing capabilities.
.

Figure 8. RSL10 Solar Cell Multi−Sensor Platform
Improved Algorithms

onsemi engineers have improved the performance of asset management tags at the
firmware level by optimizing boot sequences and by developing specific algorithms for real−time
locating systems (RTLS).
In the standard RSL10 Bluetooth LE stack, transmission occurs by default over three defined
channels (37, 38 and 39). This is done in order to increase the likelihood that a beacon event
is received by the anchor or gateway device. It is important to reduce the power consumption
out of those tiny and short bursts so that the event energy budget is reduced to the maximum
for a given transmit power. In this example, we have reached less than 20 mJ per event of
11 milliseconds (ms) as shown in the graph below. Based on this calculation, if the tag was to
send information once every 33 ms, the battery life of a CR2016 battery is extended to
approximately six years.
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Figure 9. Energy consumption Measurement for Optimized Bluetooth LE
Transmission and Standby Current
Algorithm optimization does not just reside within Bluetooth LE. Using another firmware
package provided for the RSL10 − the RSL10 Quuppa RTLS AoA CMSIS PackQ − we are able
to reduce power consumption by another 30%. This RTLS implementation is particularly smart
as it alleviates the transmit power budget without compromising system performance as
Real−time localization runs and updates at 50 Hertz.

Figure 10. RSL10 Quuppa Stack Single Advertising Event
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Optimizing Sensors and the Remaining Hardware Design

While optimizing firmware when active mode is running, it is also important to avoid losing the
benefits while the tag is idle.
We have already highlighted that RSL10 has an incredibly low standby current, but it is also
important to factor in the contribution of sensors, which can also consume a great amount of
energy. To minimize the impact, it is important to select low power sensors and implement a
gating switch into your hardware design to ensure that the sensors are truly deactivated when
in standby.

RSL10 Asset Tag

The RSL10 Asset Tag is new system platform designed for a variety of industry 4.0 asset
tracking and monitoring applications including warehouse, retail management, hospital
equipment management and logistic chain monitoring.
Based on the RSL10 radio, the platform offers support for Bluetooth LE or real time location
services (RTLS) and can be used to provide insights into an asset’s health or location. The
RSL10 Asset Tag offers an industry−leading extended battery life of ~five years with no
compromise on duty cycle, a significant improvement compared to similar devices.
Alongside the RSL10, the platform features a 3−axis accelerometer and environmental
sensors (motion, pressure, and temperature) to provide valuable data and insights into an
asset’s environment, condition and orientation. Each sensor is powered through a dedicated
FPF1005 MOSFET load switch, controlled by the RSL10. This design means the power
consumption of the overall system can be controlled on a per−sensor basis, lowering total
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power. Other features of the platform include a low−cost antenna and matching circuit optimized
for Bluetooth Low Energy transmissions, a multi−purpose dome switch and a 10−pin debugger
than can be removed depending on the needs of the application.
The RSL10 Asset Tag is supported by a customized CMSIS package with a variety of asset
management use−cases and modes of operation including data−logging, continuous sensing
and event−trigger. Also available is the RSL10 Quuppa AoA RTLS CMSIS Pack, which allows
manufacturers to add direction finding features and advanced Angle of Arrival (AoA) technology
using the Quuppa Intelligent Locating System™.
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